Green Corporate Power
Purchase Agreements
The way to increase sustainability for
your company

Sustainability through
Green Corporate PPAs
Reduce your company’s carbon footprint while enjoying the benefits of long-term
planning security: Green Corporate Power Purchase Agreements (Green Corporate PPAs) are the future of renewable energy supply for industrial customer. Source your green power linked to the renewable asset and plan with fixed commercial
conditions.

Renewable energy
supplied as produced*

Renewable energy
supplied as produced or
structured in a standard
product**

Green Corporate PPAs in Germany
There is a huge trend towards Green Corporate PPAs in Germany. The trend could represent a revolution of
the renewable energy subsidy scheme. Industrial customers now have the opportunity to become long-term
partners of wind and solar energy projects and thereby make a measurable contribution to climate protection
without having to invest directly.

Who benefits from it?
Wind / solar project
Payment of power
price for green energy

Industrial customer
Short-term
fluctuations balanced
for reliable supplies

Residual
power
sold

Green Corporate PPAs are especially interesting for industrial and commercial enterprises, municipal utilities
and distributors. Furthermore for consumers, who want to realise a verifiable electricity consumption from renewable energy plants.

How it works

Payment of power
price for green energy

Residual
power
purchased

1.

2.

3.

You choose your quantity
and profile. We deliver the
desired quantity as produced or structure it into
a standard product.

We supply renewable
electricity directly to you
from one of our wind or
solar projects, or one of
our partners’ – completely
independent of renewable
subsidies.

Our fixed prices apply for
up to ten years, enabling
long-term planning for you
and your company.

Vattenfall green energy portfolio

* Vattenfall handles processing, incl. marketing risks, balancing group management and market communication
**	Vattenfall handles processing, incl. supply in the balancing group, supplier role, forecasting and structuring / balancing
of the volatile profile of wind or solar energy

We can certify your power supply by Guarantees of Origins (GoOs)
and prove its renewable sources.

Contact us.
We will be
happy to
get in touch
with you!

A strong partner
at your side
Net-zero emissions by 2040
Vattenfall considers it a responsibility to expand our climate-friendly supply to
households, industrial companies and cities. We focus our efforts on enabling
and encouraging the development of climate-conscious lifestyles.
We want to be a leader in sustainable generation and guarantee a reliable and
cost-effective energy supply. As a result, we are one of the market leaders both in
onshore and offshore wind power. We have also been able to significantly reduce
our CO2 emissions over the past years. And we are continuously pursuing our
efforts: by 2040, Vattenfall aims to reach net-zero emissions.
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Contact us now: We are looking
forward to talking to you!
+49 40 244 30 559
renewables@vattenfall.de
vattenfall.de/renewables

More
information!
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